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Abstract5

Purpose

The need for clinically-relevant radiation therapy technology for the treatment of preclinical 

models of disease has spurred the development of a variety of dedicated platforms for small 

animal irradiation.  Our group has taken the approach of adding the ability to deliver conformal 

radiotherapy to an existing 120 kVp micro-computed tomography (microCT) scanner.10

Methods

A GE eXplore RS120 microCT scanner was modified by the addition of a two-dimensional 

subject translation stage and a variable aperture collimator.  Quality assurance protocols for these 

devices, including measurement of translation stage positioning accuracy, collimator aperture 

accuracy, and collimator alignment with the x-ray beam, were devised.  Use of this system for 15

image-guided radiotherapy was assessed by irradiation of a solid water phantom as well as of 

two mice bearing spontaneous MYC-induced lung tumors.  Radiation damage was assessed ex 

vivo by immunohistochemical detection of !H2AX foci.

Results

The positioning error of the translation stage was found to be less than 0.05 mm, while after 20

alignment of the collimator with the x-ray axis through adjustment of its displacement and 

rotation, the collimator aperture error was less than 0.1 mm measured at isocenter.  CT image-

guided treatment of a solid water phantom demonstrated target localization accuracy to within 

0.1 mm.  !H2AX foci were detected within irradiated lung tumors in mice, with contralateral 

lung tissue displaying background staining.25
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Conclusions

Addition of radiotherapy functionality to a microCT scanner is an effective means of introducing 

image-guided radiation treatments into the preclinical setting.  This approach yields high 

radiotherapy performance while leveraging existing technology.

30
Keywords: Mouse models, Radiotherapy, Image guidance, MicroCT
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A. Introduction

Clinical radiation therapy (RT) technology has advanced tremendously since the introduction of 

the linear accelerator in 1956.  Advances such as rotating radiation sources, conformal 35

collimators, inverse treatment planning, image guidance and verification, and motion 

management are now commonplace among modern RT equipment.  However, analogous 

systems for the treatment of laboratory animals lack many of these now standard clinical 

features. Delivery of radiation treatments to experimental animal models of disease has typically 

been achieved using fixed radiation sources applying a single radiation field.  Sparing of normal 40

tissues using this approach is limited to use of radiation shields, commonly sheets of lead of 

custom-manufactured jigs, bearing openings through which the desired radiation target within 

the animal is exposed (1-5).  The spatial and dosimetric accuracies achievable with these systems 

are clearly limited, and lag significantly behind their clinical counterparts.  Except in the case of 

superficial targets, precise localization of the radiation target as well as sparing of normal tissues 45

are usually not possible with this simple approach.

Recently several 3D conformal animal RT systems have been developed in an effort to bridge 

the gap between preclinical and clinical radiotherapy technology. Stojadinovic and colleagues 

have constructed a radiotherapy system around a clinical 192Ir high dose rate brachytherapy 

source, delivering beams restricted by fixed collimators from multiple angles to irradiate animals 50

similar to conformal radiotherapy (6).  Other groups have built systems from scratch utilizing x-

ray tubes for application of diagnostic (imaging) and therapeutic (treatment) radiation.  Lindsay 

et al. have mounted a 225 kVp x-ray tube on a C-arm gantry within a shielded hot cell for 

treatment of animals (7). Wong and colleagues have built a standalone system encompassing a 

225 kVp industrial x-ray tube and individually rotating x-ray, detector, and subject enclosures 55
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that can be used to deliver noncoplanar radiation beams to animals (8).  Our group has addressed 

this technical challenge by adding radiotherapy functionality to a microCT scanner in an attempt 

to leverage existing technology to produce a preclinical system for image-guided radiation 

therapy (IGRT) (9).  In this article we report on the physical aspects of this system as well as 

evaluation of the accuracy of this instrument.  In addition, we demonstrate the application of this 60

technology for irradiating tumors growing within the lungs of mice.

B. Methods and Materials

B.1. System

B.1.1. GE RS120 MicroCT65

An eXplore RS120 microCT scanner (GE Medical Systems, London, Ontario, Canada) served as 

the platform for the development of a radiation delivery system.  Figure 1a shows the scanner 

gantry.  The body of the scanner, including the gantry on which the imaging system components 

are mounted and a cable rack through which the control PC communicates with these 

components, are enclosed in a lead shield.  The CT isocenter is located at the center of a 70

plexiglass tube (the CT bore).  The x-ray tube and detector are fixed on the gantry on opposite 

sides of the bore.  The RS120 microCT system has a stage housing inside which an animal couch 

stage moves along the CT axial direction (the z-axis in the CT coordinate system) to carry the 

animal into and out from the bore for imaging.  A nose cone on this bed allows the continuous 

delivery of isoflurane anesthesia to a subject while it is on the scanner bed.  The housing 75

provides an x-ray shield separate from the scanner itself to prevent radiation from exiting the 

device.
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In order to serve as a radiotherapy device, this system requires several additional functionalities 

that are not necessary for microCT imaging.  These added capabilities include the ability to 

restrict the width of the beam to target a specific volume of tissue, and the ability to shift an 80

arbitrary three-dimensional point within a subject to the system isocenter for treatment. To meet 

these needs, we integrated a two-dimensional translation stage with the existing z-stage inside 

the shield to accomplish 3D movement, and mounted a variable-aperture collimator between the 

source and the bore on the crossbar shown in Figure 1d.

B.1.2. Animal Couch85

The microCT includes an animal couch clamped on a motor-driven stage that moves the animal 

in and out of the scanner along the z-direction, installed inside the x-ray shielded stage housing.  

We incorporated a 2D stage that moves in the two other directions (x or left/right, and y or 

up/down) inside the housing, as shown in Figure 1b.  To move the stage within the 10.2 cm 

bore, the maximum travel distance in x and y were designed to be 50.8 mm and 20 mm, 90

respectively.  The 2D stage is installed on the existing z-stage mount by opening and closing a 

clamp, and can be moved either manually through a control box or through software controls 

installed on the microCT control PC.

B.1.3. Collimator

A variable-aperture collimator installed on the scanner gantry between the x-ray source and the 95

subject bore allows the shaping of the x-ray beam for radiotherapy, or alternately passage of the 

full beam for imaging. The design goal of the collimator was to vary the x-ray beam diameter 

from 0 (fully closed) to 102 mm (fully open) at the CT isocenter.  The attenuation in the shielded 

area was designed to be more than 95%.  The complete collimator assembly and its placement on 

the scanner gantry is shown in Figure 1d.100
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Figure 1c shows the principle of the collimator, in which 12 pentagonal lead-brass blocks were 

arranged in two planes, forming two stages of collimation.  The simultaneous sliding of the 6 

blocks of each stage along their respective linear tracks forms a regular hexagonal aperture, 

whose width can be adjusted by the positions of the blocks.  The two hexagonal apertures are 

arranged coaxially, offset by 30°, and each is driven by a stepper motor through a lead screw.  105

The two stages will hereafter be referred to as the “near” collimator (closest to the x-ray source) 

and the “far” collimator.  By setting the size of the two apertures to a constant ratio, equal to the 

distance ratio of the two hexagons from the x-ray source spot, a regular dodecagon beam profile 

is formed.  This design improves upon a previous rotationally-driven implementation (9) by 

moving to a more robust linear driving scheme.  A position sensor attached to each stage reports 110

the aperture size of the stage.  A brass plate with a circular opening, attached to near side of the 

collimator, shields the control electronics within the device from irradiation.  A graphical user 

interface (GUI) on the microCT control PC allows the user to specify collimator apertures, either 

independently or synchronized in order to fit the divergence of the x-ray beam.

B.1.4. Treatment Planning System115

A treatment planning system is under development.  This system includes a GUI based on the 

RT_Image software package (10) and is linked to a Monte Carlo dose computation system based 

on the EGSnrc code.  The GUI allows the user to manually specify a sequence of beams, setting 

the isocenters, widths, angular directions, and exposure times for each.  Work is ongoing to 

incorporate inverse planning techniques into this application, and to design a custom device 120

control application that can deliver a treatment plan created in RT_Image.
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B.2. Calibration

B.2.1. Translation stage

The geometric calibration of the translation stage determined the relationship between the 

physical positions and the machine units of the stages.  In the calibration each stage was set with 125

a series of machine units and the physical positions were measured after each movement.  The 

stages were repeatedly moved back and forth to determine the effects of any potential 

mechanical backlash.

B.2.2. Collimator

B.2.2.1. Geometric calibration130

The geometric calibration of the collimator included two major measurements: the physical 

aperture versus machine unit calibration, and the collimator-beam axis alignment.  The physical 

aperture/machine control unit calibration was performed to determine the relationship between 

the physical aperture size and the machine readings.  To find the parameters of this relationship, 

several cylinders with diameters ranging from 6 mm to 36 mm with precisions of 0.025 mm were 135

prepared.  For each measurement, one of these cylinders was inserted in the aperture of one fully 

open collimator stage, and the aperture was then reduced until the cylinder was tightly held.  The 

position sensor reading at this location was recorded.  These readings were then fit to a linear 

function of the cylinder diameter to obtain the calibration parameters.  The measurement was 

repeated several times with the aperture setting from nearly closed to fully open, and from fully 140

open to nearly closed, to measure the uncertainty of the movement and possible backlash.

B.2.2.2. Alignment with x-ray beam
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The x-ray beam axis is defined as a straight line passing the source spot center and perpendicular 

to the CT axis.  Alignment of the collimator axis with this line was necessary to ensure that the 

collimator focuses the radiation beam on the isocenter regardless of aperture size.  A 145

misalignment can be decomposed to displacement and tilting: the collimator axis may be 

displaced from the beam axis, and the collimator axis may be tilted with respect to the beam axis.  

Displacement was measured through several methods, including a split field test (11), imaging of 

a fixed object through a collimator at angles of 0" and 180", and by evaluation of the hexagonal 

profiles produced by each of the two collimator stages (9).  A small tilt of the collimator plane 150

creates an effect similar to displacement in the appearance of the hexagonal profiles of the 

collimator stages.  If the displacement is assumed to be zero, the angle of tilting can be derived 

from the law of sines.  The composite alignment procedure therefore consisted of iterative 

measurement and correction of the displacement and tilting of the collimator until the error fell 

within a tolerance of 0.1 mm.   Several sets of positioning screws were set to allow reproducible 155

translation and angular positioning of the collimator.

B.2.2.3. Collimator performance

When adjusting the collimator aperture, the control software compares the current sensor reading 

with the user-specified new aperture size to calculate the required shift.  After performing this 

shift, the software makes this comparison again and iterates this process until the discrepancy 160

between the desired and actual aperture sizes is below a tolerance. The error tolerance of the 

collimator aperture measured at the CT isocenter was set to 0.1 mm when the aperture is larger 

than 20 mm, and 0.05 mm for smaller apertures. These error tolerances were chosen in an effort 

to balance device accuracy with collimator adjustment time. The performance of the collimator

was measured by repeatedly setting the collimator with different apertures and recording the 165
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aperture size error and the setting time, to evaluate the reliability of the mechanism and the 

control algorithm.

B.3. Phantom irradiation

In order to establish that this hybrid microCT/RT system could accurately localize an arbitrary 

target within a subject for irradiation, a phantom was constructed.  The phantom consisted of ten 170

sheets of solid water measuring 3 x 3 x 0.3 cm stacked to form a cube.  Within one of the central 

sheets, a hole of diameter 0.3 cm was drilled at a location of (10 mm, 10 mm) from the upper left 

corner.  A 3 mm diameter metal sphere was secured in the center of this hole, and sheets of 

radiochromic film were sandwiched within the solid water stack above and below the sheet 

bearing the sphere.  This phantom was then placed on the microCT subject bed and secured so 175

that the films and solid water sheets were coplanar with the plane of rotation of the scanner 

gantry.  The phantom was imaged using a standard microCT protocol (400 views, 0.9" view 

increment, 70 kV, 40 mA, 25 ms exposure per view).  The image data was reconstructed at an 

isotropic resolution of 0.1 mm per pixel and viewed with RT_Image.  The location of the metal 

sphere was identified in the microCT images, and the translation stage offsets needed to shift the 180

sphere to the scanner isocenter were calculated.  These offsets were applied, and subsequently 

the phantom was irradiated with 8 beams spaced at 45" increments, using exposure times 

calculated from beam commissioning data to deliver a total dose of 1 Gy at isocenter (12).  The 

film was then removed and the dose profile on it was used to assess the accuracy of targeting of 

the metal sphere.185
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B.4. Mouse irradiation

To assess whether this unit could be used to deliver conformal radiotherapy to a murine subject, 

we irradiated tumors in the lungs of two mice to a dose of 2 Gy at isocenter.  Transgenic mice 

were created that, when treated with tetracycline, specifically express the MYC oncogene in the 

cells of the lung.  These mice develop spontaneous lung carcinomas within a median of 52 weeks 190

of MYC induction (13).  Two of these mice bearing late-stage disease (greater than 52 weeks 

post-induction) were selected for treatment with radiotherapy.  A subject mouse was placed on 

the microCT bed and anesthetized with isoflurane, delivered continuously through a nose cone 

on the bed.  MicroCT data was acquired as 400 projections equally spaced over 360" (tube 

voltage 70 kV,  tube current 40 mA, 25 ms exposure per projection), which were then 195

reconstructed into volumetric CT images using a cone beam algorithm.  The reconstructed 3D 

volume was loaded into RT_Image to localize the desired target and calculate the appropriate 

position settings for the 3D translation stage and the collimator.  After adjusting the stages and 

collimator, radiotherapy was delivered as a series of 8 beams equally spaced over 360" to a dose 

of 2 Gy at isocenter.  A Monte Carlo model was used to simulate the dose distribution produced 200

by this treatment (14).

Immediately following irradiation, the mice were sacrificed and tissues were harvested.  The 

lungs of the mice, including the target tumors, were excised, fixed in formalin, and cut into 20 

mm sections.  They were then stained with antibodies against !H2AX, a histone protein that is 

recruited to the site of double strand breaks (15), as well as DAPI to visualize cell nuclei.  These 205

immunohistochemical sections were then visualized with fluorescence microscopy.  As the mice 

developed multiple lesions within the lungs, comparisons were made in !H2AX staining between 
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the tumor on which radiation was focused and other tumors that received background levels of 

radiation.

C. Results210

C.1. System

C.1.1. Collimator

The custom-designed collimator was installed on the microCT gantry successfully.  The weight 

of the collimator assembly was 17 pounds, which was counterweighted on the gantry by the 

addition of lead disk weights to the outer cylindrical counterweights.  MicroCT images acquired 215

before and after installation of the collimator demonstrated no measurable degradation in image 

quality following addition of the collimator.

C.2. Calibration

C.2.1. Translation stage

The motors driving the translation stage in x and y have resolutions of 787.6 and 1400.9 220

steps/mm, respectively.  The reproducibility, determined by comparing the physical position of 

the device and the motor readings, is better than 0.05 mm in both directions.

C.2.2. Collimator

C.2.2.1. Geometric calibration

The machine unit/physical aperture relationship was measured by inserting the cylinders of 225

different standard diameters and reading the position sensors of the collimator, from which linear 

relations were obtained for the near and far stages.  The fitting uncertainty was 0.15% on average 

(maximum 0.36%), obtained from the variation of repeated measurements.  The size of these 

apertures at the isocenter was then measured using both radiochromic film and the CT detector, 
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allowing expression of the relationship between the collimator machine units and the aperture 230

sizes.  These relationships were implemented in the collimator control software.

C.2.2.2. Alignment with x-ray beam

The collimator alignment procedure required 5 iterations of the displacement-tilting adjustment 

and measurement. Figure 2 demonstrates the split field, imaged object, and two hexagon 

measurement techniques used to assess displacement.  In addition to the displacements required 235

to align the collimator with the beam, a slight tilt was noted that was corrected by elevating the 

left side of the collimator by 1.4 mm.  The displacement and tilting adjustments measured after 

completion of the alignment procedure were less than 0.1 mm.

C.2.2.3. Collimator performance

The results of the performance measurements are listed in Table 1.  Aperture sizes at isocenter 240

could be achieved by the control software with errors of less than 1.0%.  Adjustment of the 

collimator from a fully open position to an aperture relevant for small animal radiotherapy 

required between 20 and 40 seconds in order to iterate to the desired tolerable error.

C.3. Phantom irradiation

Figure 3 shows the results of a test designed to evaluate the ability of the system to locate and 245

deliver radiation beams to a target within a subject.  A metal sphere served as a CT-visible target 

within a cubic solid water phantom. Streak and ring artifacts are visible in the reconstructed CT 

image because of high x-ray attenuation within the sphere.  The centroid of the received dose 

distribution colocalized with the position of the target metal sphere to within ±0.5 mm in the x 

and y scanner axes.  Because of the two dimensional nature of film measurement and the fact 250
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that two films sandwiching the sphere-bearing solid water sheet were used, the accuracy along 

the z axis can only be approximated to ±3 mm.

C.4. Mouse irradiation

Results obtained from irradiation of a tumor-bearing mouse are shown in Figure 4. Simulation 

of the dose distribution achieved by a simple 8 field plan using 8 mm beams reveals that the dose 255

to the target achieved the desired level of 2 Gy, while doses to surrounding lung were in the 

range of 0.3 Gy.  A star pattern is visible due to the small numbers of beams used.  The total 

treatment time required for this plan, including setup and delivery, was 45 minutes.  Sections 

collected from the target tumor immediately after irradiation showed the presence of !H2AX 

foci, indicating the formation of DNA double strand breaks.  Sections taken from contralateral 260

lung that received a low dose show only background staining.

D. Discussion

Micro-computed tomography presents an intriguing platform for the engineering of small animal 

radiotherapy devices because of the advanced state of development of this technology as well as 

the suitability of kilovoltage x-ray beams for treating small subjects.  We have pursued this 265

possibility by adding hardware and software to an existing scanner in order to produce a hybrid 

imaging and radiotherapy system. The two-dimensional translation stage and variable aperture 

collimator needed to introduce radiotherapy capability to this system can be manufactured at a 

cost of less than $25,000, facilitating commercial development of this system as a low-cost add-

on option to existing microCT scanners.  The utility of this system was demonstrated through 270

irradiation of both a phantom as well as a tumor-bearing mouse.  Experiments using a phantom 

demonstrated that the combination of the translation stage, collimator, and microCT apparatus 
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can provide submillimeter targeting accuracy.  This capability was applied in vivo by delivering 

a radiation treatment to a transgenic mouse bearing a spontaneous MYC-induced lung tumor.  

The results of this experiment demonstrate the potential for treatment of sophisticated orthotopic 275

and spontaneous models of disease using this preclinical image-guided radiotherapy approach.

Based on the Monte Carlo dosimetry simulation generated for the lung tumor irradiation, it is 

apparent that the kilovoltage beams of this system deliver significant doses to bony structures.  

At present it is unknown whether this dose will limit the application of this system.  It is well 

known that the mass attenuation coefficient of human bone is approximately an order of 280

magnitude greater at the kilovoltage energies of this system relative to the megavoltage energies 

of clinical radiotherapy systems, however the elemental composition and density of mouse bone 

have not been rigorously studied.  Recent Monte Carlo material modeling efforts have suggested 

that more rigorous treatment of bony tissues in Monte Carlo simulations is required in this 

context, and suggests that the dose to mouse bones may be overestimated when using material 285

properties derived from human bones (14).  Ultimately the problem of bone dose in radiotherapy 

is not unique to this system, it is relevant to the vast majority of single field and conformal 

systems reported to date that employ kilovoltage x-ray beams.

The increase in temperature in the x-ray generator and its thermal limits provide constraints on 

the length of radiotherapy treatments and correspondingly the doses that can be delivered.  290

Because the x-ray tube operates in a pulsed fashion, we found that using a longer pulse interval 

(reduced duty cycle) together with periodic short (1-3 minute) breaks can significantly reduce 

generator heating.  Improving heat dissipation within the generator or replacing the generator 

with a more powerful model will reduce this limitation.  However, heating of the x-ray tube is a 

second important consideration.  Replacement of the x-ray tube with a more robust model, or 295
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alternately use of a larger focal spot at the cost of increased beam penumbra, may be required for 

extended radiotherapy protocols.

This work has shown that it is technically possible to modify a microCT scanner to serve as a 

small animal conformal radiotherapy system, operating in a fashion analogous to current clinical 

image-guided radiotherapy devices. We anticipate that the applications of radiation in molecular 300

biology studies of animal tumors using technology such as that demonstrated here will 

significantly enhance our knowledge of radiobiology and provide a means to study clinically-

relevant radiation treatment strategies in a preclinical setting.
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F. Figure Legends

Figure 1. The GE RS120 microCT and the additional components necessary for small 

animal radiotherapy.  A: A view of the scanner gantry after removing the x-ray shield and animal 

stage housing.  The large silver disk is the rotating gantry, with the x-ray tube, H-shaped 

collimator mounting bar, subject bore, and detector arranged bottom to top, respectively.  B: The 350

custom two-dimensional translation stage for subject positioning, mounted on top of the existing 

z-axis translation stage of the scanner.  C: Schematic representation of a single stage of the 

variable-aperture collimator, formed by six sliding blocks mounted on linear tracks.  D: The final 

two-stage collimator apparatus after installation on the H mounting bar of the scanner gantry.

Figure 2. Measurement of collimator alignment with the x-ray beam axis.  A: Split field 355

irradiation.  The offset ox between the images from 0" (darker) and 180" (lighter) gantry angles is 

used to compute the offset of the collimator from the beam axis.  B: Measurement of collimator 

offset by imaging a fixed object.  The average of the object location seen at 0" and at 180" gives 

the scanner isocenter, while the collimator center can be measured based on the hexagonal 

profile.  C: Measurement of collimator offset by fitting the hexagonal profiles produced by each 360

collimator stage, with both stages set at isocenter apertures of 20 mm.  Asymmetry in the 

dodecagon is apparent, produced by offset between the centers of the two hexagons.  The white 

scale bar is of length 2.5 mm at isocenter.  D: Two hexagon analysis following iterative 

alignment of the collimator with the x-ray beam axis.  The collimator apertures are set to 10 mm 

at isocenter to improve visual detection of any misalignment.  The white scale bar is of length 365

2.5 mm at isocenter.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of subject targeting accuracy using a solid water phantom.  A: A 

phantom containing a metal sphere and radiochromic film was placed on the scanner bed and 

imaged with microCT.  B: The microCT image of the phantom showing the metal inclusion, and 

the radiation treatment plan that was constructed in RT_Image.  C: The solid water sheet in 370

which a hole was drilled and a metal sphere was placed.  Sheets of radiochromic film were 

placed above and below this sheet.  D: The radiochromic film after delivery of 8 x-ray beams to 

the target located by the metal sphere on the CT images.  The center of the dose distribution 

measured on the film agreed with the location of the metal sphere to within 0.1 mm.

Figure 4. Treatment of a murine spontaneous lung tumor with the microCT radiotherapy 375

system.  A-C: A MYC-induced tumor growing in the base of the right lung of a mouse was 

imaged with microCT, shown in axial, coronal, and sagittal sections with the tumor volume 

outlined in red.  D: A treatment consisting of 8 beams of diameter 8 mm at isocenter with 

angular spacing of 45º was constructed in RT_Image to irradiate the target (red) to a dose of 2 

Gy.  E: Monte Carlo simulation of the dose delivered by this plan, with the 1, 1.4, and 1.8 Gy 380

isodose contours shown in green, yellow, and red, respectively.  F: !H2AX (green) and DAPI 

immunohistochemical sections from the target tumor.  G: Corresponding immunohistochemical 

sections from the left lung that received an average dose of 0.3 Gy.
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Table 1.  Performance assessment of the collimator apparatus.

Isocenter

aperture

Near Stage Far Stage

Error Closing 

time

Opening 

time

Error Closing 

time

Opening 

time

16 mm 0.16% 19 sec 23 sec 0.01% 16 sec 16 sec

10 mm 0.25% 19 sec 24 sec 0.07% 19 sec 19 sec

5 mm 0.19% 24 sec 24 sec 0.24% 19 sec 19 sec

2 mm 0.79% 42 sec 26 sec 0.32% 24 sec 20 sec

Table 1


